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Abstract. This paper describes an analyst-oriented approach to con-

ceptual knowledge representation and reasoning based on description
logics. The approach is introduced to model and analyse the static part
of behavioural concepts used in application domains. Behaviours are captured in a parametric way with respect to the description logic which
corresponds to the structural modelling language. Structural concepts
are classi ed according to the usual ISA hierarchy, while behaviours are
organised into a hierarchy based on countervariance. Reasoning about
the domain model is performed in terms of subsumption and consistency
in the adopted description logic, and complexity results carry over. The
proposed approach is used to formalise and reason on process schemes introduced in the engineering of computer-based and information systems,
as well as in enterprise modelling.

1 Introduction
The adoption of knowledge representation and reasoning techniques in application domain modelling is not a new idea. At the beginning of the eighties,
research work on requirements speci cation [2] rst pointed out the importance
of an explicit representation of knowledge captured before the beginning of systems development. Since then, several languages and systems have been proposed
to capture and manage this kind of conceptual (domain) knowledge [12, 11, 19].
However, most of them focus on the representation of structural aspects only.
Moreover, those modelling approaches which deal with the representation of
behavioural aspects are quite always implicitly unbalanced towards procedural
details. This is the case of both Structured Data Flow (SDF) [8] and Object
Modelling Technique (OMT) [13]. The observed unbalancement towards procedurality means that behavioural models often fail to support the \what vs. how"
distinction, which is ubiquitous in conceptual modelling and analysis. The actual
problem with most existing behavioural models is that domain knowledge should
not contain any reference to the internal structure and behaviour of domain elements [11]. A domain description should give a coherent intensional image of
what composes a domain with no reference to extensional individuals composing
it. Data should be thus described as intensional classes, while processes should
be described as black boxes with no transfer function.

A new kind of approach should be thus adopted to support domain modelling
and analysis in di erent application areas. This approach should be explicitly
conceived to formalise domain models, providing at the same time automated
reasoning support which depends on the considered model as well as on the
purposes of domain analysis. Formalisation is needed to avoid an ambiguous
interpretation of domain concepts. Automated support is needed to deal with
the high number of concepts in real-world application domain models, where
manual analysis is unpractical and ine ective.
This paper describes a modelling approach based on Description Logics
(DLs), which are a family of representation languages designed to model rich
hierarchies of classes (concepts) [21, 15]. A DL is a subset of rst-order logic
with equality that contains only unary and binary predicates. It is endowed
with a set of constructors that determines the language in which class properties can be speci ed. Much of the research in DLs concentrated on algorithms
for reasoning about concepts. The computational and expressive properties of
DLs have been extensively studied [9, 15, 1, 5].
While other approaches based on DLs [18, 5] deal with the structural component of domain knowledge only, we use DLs also to formalise some relevant
aspects of the static part of behavioural domain modelling (i.e. process descriptions). Although the DL used in this paper is ALN [9], behaviours are captured
in a parametric way with respect to the adopted DL. In fact, the only requirement we impose on a DL to be used in structural modelling is that it contains
the conjunction of concepts. This means that the structural part could have been
modelled using a very simple DL, such as FL? , as well as a much more expressive DL such as CAT S [10]. In our approach, structural concepts are classi ed
according to the usual ISA hierarchy, while behaviours are organised into a hierarchy based on countervariance. In fact, we propose a distinct hierarchy-forming
rule for behavioural concepts instead of the well-known subsumption rule used
for structural concepts. We use a DL to formalise the ow assertion between two
behavioural concepts, which is a relevant domain-dependent constraint. Reasoning about the domain model is performed in terms of subsumption and consistency in the adopted DL. Moreover, we show that we only need a linear number
of consistency concept checking with respect to the size of the domain model.
Therefore, results about the complexity of reasoning in the adopted DL imply
the same results about the complexity of reasoning in the domain model.
The presentation is organised as follows. Section two introduces a real-world
domain fragment in order to point out some main features of our approach.
Section three shows the set-theoretic semantics of the modelling language as
well as the properties of the related deduction problems. Di erences between
our consistency checking and countervariant functional typing are also shown.
Finally, section four summarises our approach and outlines how it captures some
relevant properties of conceptual models in di erent application domains.

2 Representing Domain Behaviours: an Example
In order to point out the main features of our approach, we present a modelling
example derived from the healthcare enterprise domain. The example is rst
introduced using a textual description and then modelled using the analystoriented language EDDLDP (Epistemological Domain Description Language for
Data and Processes) presented in [7]. Each EDDLDP statement can be translated
into a nite set of expressions belonging to the ALN description logic.
A set of Physiological Data about a patient (Blood Pressure, Temperature,
Pulse Frequency) is periodically read from di erent devices, formatted and successively registered in a Chronologically Ordered List. Every time a data set is
read, the value of each element of the set is compared with a xed range of corresponding Normal Physiological Values. If at least one element is outside its
normal range, an alarm condition is signalled. A Patient Monitoring Report
containing a chronologically ordered subset of the last N data taken from the
previously cited list is issued whenever requested by the Medical Sta .
The corresponding EDDLDP description is given in Tables 1, 2, 3 and 4. In
this section, an intuitive meaning is outlined for the EDDLDP description, while
a formal semantics for EDDLDP statements is deferred to the next section. Here
and in the following, terms in bold denote reserved words, terms in small capital
with rst letter in capital denote concept names while terms all in small capital
denote attributes. If present, an L : U declaration, where L and U are both natural numbers, denotes the cardinality of attributes and channels. In both cases,
U  L and we use the special symbol \M" to denote an unbounded value for
U (in nite). When considering channels, L  1 must hold. For instance, let
us consider the EDDLDP description of Phys-Data shown in Table 1. This
data concept has the meaning of a set (class) of domain elements with an attribute Pres of type Blood-Pres, an attribute Freq of type Pulse-Freq
and an attribute Temp of type Mean-Temp. All these attributes are functional
mandatory ones, i.e. upper and lower cardinality constraints have unit value.
Following a well-known semantical distinction introduced in description logics [21], each new data concept can be de ned as being either equals to or included in its description structure composed of already-existing data concepts.
For example, T-Phys-Data is de ned as a structure with the same properties as Fmt-Phys-Data plus another attribute sampling-time. The de nition
entails that all the individuals belonging to T-Phys-Data also belong to FmtPhys-Data. Moreover the equals operator asserts that for each new data it is
sucient to de ne it with the four attributes temp, pres, freq and samplingtime to infer that it is subset of T-Phys-Data. Instead, when we choose the
in operator for each new data de ned in terms of the same four properties, we
cannot infer that it is a T-Phys-Data. In this case, the de nition of attributes
only states necessary but not sucient condition. The T-Database concept,
which represents the set of all individuals that have one or more elements of
class T-Phys-Data, is neither a subset nor a superset of T-Phys-Data.
In this DL framework the ISA relationship has the meaning of set containment, i.e. a concept subsumes another when the former is included in the lat-

Table 1. Data descriptions in a patient monitoring domain
data
% Atomic concepts
Control ;
Time ;
Phys-Value ;
Person-Name ;
Family-Name ;
Disease ;
Fmt-Value ;

% Primitive concepts
Report-Request in Control ;
Alarm-Condition in Control ;
Blood-Pres in Phys-Value ;
Pulse-Freq in Phys-Value ;
Mean-Temp in Phys-Value ;
Fmt-Blood-Pres in
(Fmt-Value and Blood-Pres) ;

Fmt-Pulse-Freq in
(Fmt-Value and Pulse-Freq) ;

Fmt-Mean-Temp in
(Fmt-Value and Mean-temp) ;

% De ned concepts
Phys-Data equals

structure where
pres is Phys-Value
temp is Phys-Value
freq is Phys-Value ;

Fmt-Data equals
structure where
pres is Fmt-Value
temp is Fmt-Value
freq is Fmt-Value ;
Fmt-Phys-Data equals
structure where
pres is Fmt-Blood-Pres
temp is Fmt-Mean-Temp
freq is Fmt-Pulse-Freq ;
T-Phys-Data equals
Fmt-Phys-Data
and structure where
sampling-date is Time ;
Person equals
structure where
name is Person-Name
surname is Family-Name
birthday is Time ;
Patient equals
Person and structure where
pathology is 1 : M Disease
treated-by is Physician-Data ;
Physician equals
Person
and structure where
specialist-in is Disease
patients is Patient-Data ;
T-Database equals
structure where
element is 1 : M T-Phys-Data ;
Patient-Report equals
structure where
patient is Patient-Data
history is T-Database ;
Norm-Phys-Ranges equals
structure where
n-blood-pres is Fmt-Blood-Pres
n-mean-temp is Fmt-Mean-Temp
n-pulse-freq is Fmt-Pulse-Freq ;

Table 2. Data constraints in a patient monitoring domain
data constraints
disjoint Disease, Phys-Value,
Time, Control, String ;

disjoint Alarm-condition,
Report-Request ;
disjoint Pulse-Freq, Mean-Temp,
Blood-Pres ;

ter. For example, Fmt-Phys-Data can be automatically classi ed under both
Phys-Data and Fmt-Data since it is subsumed by these two parent concepts.

The formalisation of processes using DLs is the innovative feature of our approach which was introduced to capture some static aspects of behaviours. Each
process de nition in the EDDLDP language is given by the corresponding I/O
context, i.e. I/O channels together with their domains (see Table 3). Although
this resembles the declaration usually given in a structured data ow schema,
the formal semantics of DLs makes automatic deduction possible.

Table 3. Process descriptions in a patient monitoring domain
processes
Collect has
input structure where
pres is Blood-Pres
freq is Pulse-freq
temp is Mean-Temp
output structure where
result is Phys-Data ;
Sampling has
input structure where
data is Fmt-Data
output structure where
sampled-data is T-Phys-Data ;

Comparison has

input structure where
current-values is Fmt-Phys-Data
ref-values is Norm-Phys-Ranges
output structure where
status is Alarm-Condition ;
Report-Generation has
input structure where
request is Report-Request
rep-data is 1 : M T-Database
rep-patient is 1 : M Patient
output structure where
report is 1 : M Patient-Report ;
Update has
input structure where
most-recent-data is T-Phys-Data
old-data-store is T-Database
output structure where
up-data-store is T-Database ;

Table 4. Flow descriptions in a patient monitoring domain
process constraints
ow sample
from Collect . result
to Sampling . data ;
ow monitoring
from Sampling . sampled-data
to Comparison . current-values ;

ow insertion
from Sampling . fmt-data
to Update . most-recent-data ;
ow registration
from Update . up-data-store
to Update . old-data-store ;

In the case of the Sampling and Comparison processes, the ow assertion
monitoring (see Table 4) states that the output resulting from the Sampling
process has to be transferred to the Comparison process. The intuitive meaning

of ow assertions is that the output of the source process is the same as the input
of the target process, i.e. the sets denoted by the two concepts are equal. This
interpretation gives rise to three possible situations involving the output of the
source process, i.e. Out(P1 ) and the input of the target process, i.e. In(P2 ).

{ If Out(P1) \ In(P2) = ; an inconsistency can be automatically detected.
{ If Out(P1)  In(P2) then the ow assertion is consistent and we can infer

new constraints in the domain model. For example, the ow monitoring
is consistent because Fmt-Phys-Data subsumes T-Phys-Data. Moreover,
we can infer that the process Comparison actually has the same restricted
concept T-Phys-Data as its input instead of Fmt-Phys-Data.
{ If Out(P1 ) 6 In(P2) but Out(P1) \ In(P2) 6= ; we can infer new constraints
for both source and target processes. For example the ow sample imposes
that both Out(Collect) = Phys-Data and In(Sampling) = Fmt-Data
are constrained to (Phys-Data and Fmt-Data). This concept can be automatically classi ed, discovering that it coincides with Fmt-Phys-Data.
When reported to the analyst, this derived property can change his/her understanding of the domain.

It is very important to note that our interpretation of the ow assertion di ers
from the composition of functions. More speci cally, if a process P1 were to be
considered as a function P1 : Range1 ! Domain1 and a process P2 were to be
considered as a function P2 : Range2 ! Domain2 , then functional composition
would have required Domain1  Range2. Conversely, in our approach we only
require that Domain1 \ Range2 6= ;, warning the analyst that the output of
process P1 has to be constrained to Domain1 \ Range2 in order to guarantee
ow coherence. We reconsider this aspect in the next section, after the de nition
of a formal semantics for EDDLDP .

3 Reasoning with Domain Behaviours
All expressions in our EDDLDP language can be given a set-theoretic semantics
as follows. An interpretation I is de ned as a triple (" [  ], C , P ), where C
and P are two disjoint sets of elements and " [  ] is a mapping. " [  ] assigns to
each atomic data concept C a subset " [ C ] of C (i.e., classes are interpreted
as sets), to each attribute att a subset " [ att ] of C  C (i.e. an attribute is
interpreted as a binary relation), to each process P an element of P and to each
channel ch a subset of P  C . From the interpretation of the above atomic
names, the intepretation of more complex constructs can be de ned as follows.
Let C and D be two concepts, att be an attribute. Conjunction of structures is
interpreted as set intersection, i.e. " [ (C and D) ] = " [ C ] \ " [ D ]. We denote
the cardinality of a set S as ] S . Moreover, given an element x 2 C and an
attribute att, we denote with " [ att ](x) the set fy 2 C j (x; y) 2 " [ att ]g.
The semantics of a structure is as follows.

" [ structure where att is l : u C ] =
= fx 2 C j l  ] " [ att ](x)  u and 8y 2 " [ att ](x) : y 2 " [ C ]g (1)
A concept C is satis able if there exists an interpretation (" [  ], C , P ) such
that " [ C ] 6= ;. Moreover, a concept C subsumes a concept D if for every interpretation (" [  ], C , P ) it holds " [ C ]  " [ D ]. Given a concept name C
and a complex concept D, we say that an interpretation I = (" [  ], C , P )
satis es the de nition of a concept ( C equals D ; ) if " [ C ] = " [ D ]. Similarly,
I satis es the introduction of a primitive concept ( C in D ; ) if " [ C ]  " [ D ]. I
satis es a data constraint disjoint C1 , . . . , Cn , ; if for all i; j 2 f1; : : : ; ng and
i 6= j , it holds " [ Ci ] \ " [ Cj ] = ;. The interpretation I satis es the description
of a process ( P has input C output D ; ) if

"[P] 2 "[C] \ "[D]

(2)

where C and D are two structures interpreted in the same way as in (1), except
that to each channel is assigned a subset of P  C .
We turn now to the interpretation of ow assertions, which is a key feature
in our approach. An interpretation I satis es a ow assertion from a source
process Ps through its output channel outs to a target process Pt through its
input channel int , i.e. ow F from Ps . outs to Pt . int ; if all the elements
which are output of Ps through outs are input of Pt through int . In formulae,
fx 2 C j (" [ Ps ]; x) 2 " [ outs ]g = fy 2 C j (" [ Pt ]; y) 2 " [ int ]g.
Finally, an interpretation satis es a domain description if it satis es all parts
of the description, i.e., data descriptions and constraints, process and ow descriptions. We call such an interpretation a model of the description. We say
that a description is satis able if it has a model.
Checking the satis ability of a description, i.e. checking that it admits at
least one model is a considerable support tool in domain analysis. We can give
necessary and sucient conditions for the satis ability of a description as follows.

Theorem 1. A domain description is satis able if and only if:
1. for each process description P has input C output D ;
concepts C and D are satis able;
2. for each ow assertion ow F from Ps . outs to Pt . int ;
(a) source process Ps contains in its output
structure where outs is ls : usCs ;
(b) target process Pt contains in its input
structure where int is lt : utDt;

(c) cardinalities of source and target channels are compatible, i.e., the two
integer intervals [ls ; us ] and [lt ; ut ] have the non-empty intersection
[ max(ls ; lt ); min(us ; ut ) ];
(d) The concept (Cs and Dt ) is satis able.

ut

Proof. (sketch)
Only-if part: if condition 1 is not met, then there exists a process description
for which every interpretation assigns to either C or D the empty set. Hence, no
interpretation can satisfy that process description according to Formula (2). A
similar conclusion holds if one of the conditions in 2 is not met.
If part: The proof makes use of the following property (see [4]): given an
interpretation I of the domain description, one can always build another interpretation I 0 , de ned as the disjoint union of many copies of I (i.e., the union
of interpretations which are the same as I but renaming with new names all
elements in C , P ). In this way, if I assigns to a concept C a non-empty set,
containing at least one element x 2 C , I 0 assigns to C a set containing many
copies of x, i.e. new elements having exactly the same properties as x. Suppose
that for a given ow condition 2d holds. Then there exists an interpretation I =
(" [  ], C , P ) such that " [ (Cs and Dt ) ] is non-empty. If ] " [ (Cs and Dt ) ]
< max(ls , lt ), then a new interpretation I 0 = ("0 [  ], C 0 , P 0 ) can be de ned
as disjoint unions of I such that now ] "0 [ (Cs and Dt ) ]  max(ls ; lt ). From
I 0 , one can build another interpretation I 00 , which interprets concepts in the
same way as I 0 , and assigns to channels outs and int a number of elements
which is inside the interval [ max(ls ; lt ); min(us ; ut ) ]. Now I 00 satis es the ow
assertion, and also the part of the descriptions of Ps and Pt regarding outs and
int , respectively, appearing in conditions (2a) and (2b). This operation can be
iterated for each ow assertion, yielding a model of the domain description. ut

The above theorem shows that to check the satis ability of a domain description, one mainly needs to perform a number of satis ability checkings which is
linear in the number of process and ow descriptions. Hence, the complexity of
satis ability checking of a domain description is linearly related to the complexity of concept satis ability in the underlying DL chosen for the data descriptions
and constraints. For the DL used in this paper, which is a syntactic variant of the
description logic ALN , satis ability checking of a concept of size n is a problem
solvable in O(n log n) [3, 20], hence the satis ability of a domain description of
size n can be checked in O(n log n). We remark that the above theorem does

not hold for DLs admitting the ONE-OF constructor|which allows classes to
be described as explicit enumeration of their elements|since for such DLs the
property of building new interpretations by disjoint unions does not hold.
Automated reasoning about processes is performed computing a process hierarchy based on functional type replacement. Following a well-known approach,
we say that a process P is a subtype of a process P0 when the input context of
P subsumes the input context of P0 , and the output context of P is subsumed
by the output context of P0 . The subtype relation is a well established notion
for programming languages. It was developed to guarantee the safe replacement
of a function inside a composition of functions, where by \safe" we mean that
the function resulting from the composition is always de ned. In our framework,
this notion is slightly extended. In fact, we not only check a safe process composition but we also individuate possibly more restrictive constraints that have
to be imposed to processes in order to obtain a safe composition.
Let us consider the case represented in Table 5. In our framework the ow
P1 -into-P2 is satis able if and only if the intersection of input domain of P2
has a non-empty intersection with the output domain of P1 . Let us recall that
In(Q) and Out(Q) are the input and the output of process Q respectively. Then,
the ow is satis ed in the following situations:
1. Out(P1 )  In(P2 ), i.e. there exists an inclusion between the output domain
of P1 and the input domain of P2
2. Out(P1 ) 6 In(P2 ), and Out(P1 ) \ In(P2 ) 6= ;, i.e. there only exists an
intersection between the output domain of P1 and the input domain of P2
Note that the former represents the usual condition for functions composition
while the latter represents our extension and in both the situations we consider
both Out(P1 ) and In(P2 ) satis able. Moreover, while the former situation implies the latter, it isn't true the contrary. The same considerations are applied
in the case of the ow P2 -into-P3. Therefore, the process P02 can replace the
process P2 i : (i) P2 is a subtype of P02 , (ii) the input domain of P02 still has a
non-empty intersection with the output domain of P1 and (iii) the input domain
of P3 still has a non-empty intersection with the output domain of P02 .
When (a) Out(P1 )  In(P2 ) and (b) Out(P2 )  In(P3 ) are true before
the process replacement, from the countervariance subtype relation we infer: (i)
In(P2 )  In(P02) and (ii) Out(P02 )  Out(P2 ) and therefore we conclude that:
(c) Out(P1 )  In(P02 ) and (d) Out(P02 )  In(P3 ). This situation represents the
usual safeness for function composition.
More interesting considerations apply when just (a) Out(P1 ) \ In(P2 ) 6= ; or
(b) Out(P2 ) \ In(P3 ) 6= ; are true before process replacement. Let us consider
the case (b): the countervariant subtype relation is not sucient to infer that (d)
Out(P02 )  In(P3 ). Hence, the composition of P02 and P3 is not safe. However, if
Out(P02 ) \ In(P3 ) 6= ; the composition is possible, with the further restriction
that the actual output of P02 is in Out(P02 ) \ In(P3 ). This additional restriction
on P02 is reported to the analyst when he/she tries to substitute P2 with P02 .
In this way we extend the correct type checking for process composition in
those cases where it is possible to add new constraints to obtain a safe process

Table 5. Abstract ow descriptions for the composition of processes
P1 has

input structure where in is I1
output structure where out is O1 ;
P2 has
input structure where in is I2
output structure where out is O2 ;
P3 has
input structure where in is I3
output structure where out is O3 ;

P02 has

input structure where in is I02
output structure where out is O02 ;
ow P1 -into-P2
from P1 . out to P2 . in ;
ow P2 -into-P3
from P2 . out to P3 . in ;

composition. The rationale for this less restrictive process composition follows.
In our framework channels de ne the requirements perceived by the analyst
about the process parameters. In a true functional interpretation channels do
not exist and the only relevant requirements are function domain and co-domain
de nitions. the domain analyst does not perceive However, as in the case of an
SDF schema, the analyst does not perceive a process as a true function; he/she
only de nes the class of the input/output parameters. The ow assertion not
only states the process composition but should also constrain the communication
between processes. This means that the analyst is interested in discovering which
constraints | if any | allow information transfer through the ow.

4 Summary and Discussion
We presented a treatment of behavioural aspects which encompasses a wide number of behavioural concepts such as data transformations, physical or conceptual
input/output relations and generic processes. The EDDLDP (i.e. ALN ) concept
language adopted in this paper is a subset of the CLASSIC language [21], for
which there is a corresponding implemented system [16]. In this way, an implementation of our approach is straightforward. We summarise below the main
features of behavioural descriptions in the EDDLDP language.
{ input and output contexts, i.e. the signature of a black-box transformation
function;
{ multiple inheritance of input and output contexts using the and operator;
{ automated classi cation of both processes and input/output contexts. These
are separately classi ed according to the subsumption relation;
{ channels, i.e. process properties which de ne the input and output contexts
of the process itself in terms of their cardinality and data constraints;
{ ow assertions, i.e. constraints imposing that an output of a source process
equals an input of a target process.

Behaviours as functions are ubiquitous in Information Systems Engineering
(ISE), where they represent data processing elements. Behaviours as processes
are the essence of SDF modelling [8]. In SDF schemes, black-box transformers are connected into a network by way of conceptual or material ows. Our
DL-based approach is able to capture SDF schemes. In particular, it models
functions in a way which is similar to (but more expressive than) SDF processes, introducing an explicit distinction between function, input, output and
ow concepts. More details are shown in [6]. Behaviours are also used in objectoriented modelling approaches such as Object Modelling Technique (OMT, [13])
to represent the functional part of the object model. In our approach, concepts
correspond to OMT classes, instances to OMT objects and processes to functions in the functional model Moreover, the structural part and the behavioural
one are integrated in a unique scheme. However, our approach does not capture
the so-called OMT \dynamic model".
Behaviours are widely used in enterprise modelling (EM) [14], to provide a
representation of enterprise functions. The enterprise domain is de ned in terms
of a set of \domain processes" which ful l these objectives. Domain processes
can be decomposed into a hierarchy of business processes or enterprise activities.
The corresponding knowledge contents are easily described using our approach.
We allow the construction of business process hierarchies based on functional
typing. Moreover, the classi cation of process contexts let analysts nd out the
relation between processes that share common input or output elements.
Behaviours are used in the Parameter-Based (PBR, [17]) model for representing domain knowledge in the Engineering of Computer-Based Systems (ECBS).
They can be captured as \functions with mechanisms" in our approach. In fact,
a \mechanism context component" built using the same input and output context constructors can be easily added to our processes, giving rise to a new kind
of behavioural entity. Moreover, given two functions with the same inputs and
outputs but with di erent mechanisms, the rst one is a subtype of the second
one if and only if the context mechanism of the former subsumes the context
mechanism of the latter. Similar relations hold in the other cases.
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